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FACILITATOR GUIDE - SESSION 6: LEAD WELL

PREPARATION
LEAD COACH 

 For the final LeadOne session, inform Coaches and Participants of this session's focus:  to share what they  
 have processed and learned this year.

WELCOME AND REVIEW
LEAD COACH - 10 MINUTES

• Can you believe that this is our final LeadOne gathering? Let's finish well.
• LeadOne Review
 • Session 1 - LeadOne: The most important person for you to lead is yourself.
 • Session 2 - Strengths: You matter, you are of value, which is revealed by your unique strength-mix.
 • Session 3 - Fit: When we are honest about our weaknesses, we begin to understand our fit.
 • Session 4 - Influence: Opportunities for influence are all around us, for better or worse.
 • Session 5 - Investment: Your leadership takes shape when you invest in others.
• Transition: This brings us to our final session: Lead Well.

INTRODUCE LEAD WELL
LEAD COACH - 5 MINUTES

• Lead Well is the recognition that you have been working to lead yourself better for the last several 
months. We have been intentional to look inward, peel back the layers, and discover our potential that 
begs to be put into practice. 

• We have learned that “evaluated experience makes us wiser.” So in this final session, we need to hear 
what you have been processing—what each of us has learned and how we’ve grown—sharing stories of 
personal application at home, at work, and at LCBC.

• Transition: This experience has been significant in a number of ways, but in order to lead well from here, 
we need to consider one final challenge.

PLAY video – LeadOne Session 6 
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REVIEW
GROUP RESPONSE - 10 MINUTES 

 * Note: Encourage everyone to write down key phrases while you engage content.
1.  We must be a good steward.

  • Truth:  Initial opportunity is given to everyone. 
  • Think:  What have you done with the opportunities given to you? 
2.  What is different about the servants' relationships with the master?
  • Truth:  Your relationship to the opportunity giver will impact your response. 
  • Think:  How might that translate into our work? Our relationship with God?
3.  Opportunities can disappear or multiply.

  • Respond: God may not trust us with greater things until we have been faithful with smaller things.
• Transition: How you steward your responsibility is up to you, will reveal your character, and it will impact 

others for better or worse. From our final challenge, let’s have our final reflection.
  

STORIES
GROUP REFLECTION - 30 MINUTES

 This is your chance to share what you’ve processed, so we can hear what you are learning.  
 Note: On a whiteboard or large writing pad, write key words or phrases that each person shares.

 Questions for Participants and Coaches to consider:

 • What have you processed over these last nine months?

 • What challenges have you faced?

 • What words would you use to describe what you’ve learned and how you’ve grown?

 • Coaches, what have you seen in your Participants?

Note: When all have responded, look at the whiteboard and engage the weight of what

has been processed across the group.

 • Transition: This has been a remarkable year! Pray, thanking God for all that He has done in our lives   

 this year.

CLOSING
LEAD COACH - 10 MINUTES

• So where will you go from here? Where does this lead you? 
• Discretion of Campus Pastor/Next Steps: Provide a list of Next Steps at LCBC (ministries that are ready 

for a strong and developing leader).
• Offer closing remarks and encouragements (what this year has meant to you as LC) 
• Final words: Be intentional. Lead Well.


